Courses prior to thick dotted line must be completed to meet diploma requirement.

Term courses in all languages may be taken individually or as part of a two or three term sequence.

For all languages, movement from regular to advanced progression, e.g. from Spanish 2 to Spanish 3A, is subject to the permission of the department, denoted by the dotted arrow.

Horizontal movement denotes anticipated progression, usually characterized by B work or better.

Downward movement, e.g. from French 2A to French 3, may be suggested to slow the pace of study, often necessitated by a grade of B- or lower.

Upward movement, e.g. from Spanish 2 to Spanish 3A, may be offered to accelerate the pace of study for students often distinguished by grades in the A range.

Grade designators and typical progressions are guidelines only. Final placement is made by the department.
Courses prior to red dotted line must be completed to meet diploma requirement.

Latin Term Courses offer the possibility of a fourth or fifth year of study. Courses may be taken individually or in sequence.

In addition, students wishing to enroll in Advanced or CL courses should demonstrate a commitment to the study of language and culture, as well as language proficiency appropriate to the level, including speaking facility for modern language courses.